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BT would like to introduce you to
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Huge savings on EE TV and BT broadband


Save up to £437 on EE TV packages that include superfast fibre broadband and come with discovery+ at no extra cost.

All with EE TV, the TV service from BT, because EE and BT are coming together to give you more. And because of our new name, we’re bringing Apple TV+ into the line-up and giving you 3 months free.






New to BT or EE?
See EE TV and BT broadband deals
Already have BT broadband?
Add EE TV  to your package
Already have a TV package?
Manage your TV package




OUR PARTNERS PROVIDE. WE DELIVER.
Dive into a world of unparalleled entertainment with our incredible packages, seamlessly blending the finest in entertainment and sports, across numerous channels and streaming services for a truly immersive television experience.
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NOW
Find out more about NOW
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Netflix
Find out more about Netflix
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TNT Sports
Find out more about TNT Sports
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discovery+
Find out more about discovery+
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EE TV Store
Find out more about EE TV Store
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Asian Mix
Find out more about Asian Mix
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and now You can choose Apple TV+ too.











We've added Apple TV+ to our line-up, boosting your package even more as one of the many available extras.

Apple TV+ brings you award-winning Apple Original series and films, from hit dramas to star-studded comedies, groundbreaking documentaries to kids’ favourites. There are new premieres added every month.


Find out more about Apple TV+





GOT YOUR ATTENTION?
JOIN NOW AND GET 3 MONTHS APPLE TV+ ON US
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BUT FIRST
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT EE TV










Key features of the EE TV Box Pro









All the apps
Explore a world of entertainment with access to popular apps like BBC iPlayer, NOW, discovery+, and Netflix.


Stay connected
Connect your BT broadband hub via wi-fi, or use the provided 1.5m ethernet cable.


Never miss a second
Pause and rewind live shows on our most advanced personal video recorder yet.


Free-to-air
Watch over 70 free-to-air channels as well as the channels in your package.


Record
Record up to 600 hours of TV across up to four channels at the same time.


Sound
Comes with Dolby Atmos and future-ready 4K HDR (perfect for TNT Sports Ultimate).










Still have a BT TV Box Pro?









No need to stress - You'll also continue to enjoy everything you love about the features mentioned above.

The only noticeable changes are the BT purple light on your TV Box making way for the vibrant EE aqua-coloured light and the introduction of our awesome new interface shown below.

Unsure which TV box you have? View our TV box help article here.






Introducing the all-new EE TV interface
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You’ll be able to choose what you’d like to watch including live TV and access to apps such as BBC iPlayer, Netflix, Prime Video, discovery+ and many more - all conveniently available from your EE TV home screen.
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Maximise your entertainment experience
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Unbeatable flexibility
Change your line up




Gone are the days of paying for content and channels you’re not watching. Football season over? Swap from Big Sport to Entertainment, save money, and watch that new show that everyone’s talking about.
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Flexible extras
Everything you need




Pick and choose from a diverse selection of TV extras, including NOW Sports, Now Cinema or NOW Entertainment, TNT Sports, discovery+, Netflix, Asian Mix and many more to enhance your TV package.
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Unbreakable broadband
Powered by BT broadband




Experience the best of both worlds with our exceptional EE TV packages, included with BT broadband which boasts the UK's most reliable technology as standard. The EE TV box is also wifi-enabled, so you can connect to your hub wirelessly.
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Total control
One remote for everything




No faffing with different kit. Now all your apps are at your fingertips. With all your channels, even Sky channels from NOW, in your EE TV guide.
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Multi-room viewing
Entertainment for everyone




Watch different shows, in a different room, at the very same time with the EE TV Box Mini. Keep the whole house happy for just £10 a month. The EE TV Box Mini connects to your broadband hub via wi-fi so no need for an aerial, simple.





















THE EE TV STORE
Grab the latest and greatest movies for the whole family, available for purchase or rent.
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Argylle




A writer struggling with her latest spy thriller becomes the subject of an actual espionage plot when she is targeted by a shadowy organisation in this action comedy.

Buy or Rent Argylle now
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The Iron Claw




The true story of the inseparable Von Erich brothers, who made history in the intensely competitive world of professional wrestling in the early 1980s.

Buy or Rent The Iron Claw now
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Madame Web




A paramedic finds her fate is entwined with three teenage girls when she develops clairvoyant powers.

Buy or Rent Madame Web now





















Interested in exploring more of the fantastic entertainment we have in store for you?
Visit the EE TV Store






READY TO START WATCHING?





New to BT or EE?
See EE TV and BT broadband deals
Already have BT broadband?
Add EE TV  to your package
Already have a TV package?
Manage your TV package




TV - Frequently asked questions


Has BT TV been rebranded to EE TV?

Yes. We've brought EE and BT together to create new EE, the UK's no.1 broadband and mobile provider, and to bring you unrivalled connectivity in and out of the home. All your service and billing information can still be accessed via your My BT account.




What is EE TV? 

With EE TV, you can create your perfect TV line-up from 5 different packages featuring the very best entertainment and sports. EE TV includes NOW (giving you access to all the Sky channels) Netflix and discovery+ which means you get much more value all contained within one bill, helping you to manage your money more effectively.

And here’s the best bit – Your package can be changed every month, so you only pay for what you actually want. Football season finished? Switch off your sports package. New show starting? Turn on your entertainment package. Want it all? The Full Works package has everything.




What are EE TV extras?

EE TV allows you extra add-ons that you can add or remove from your package on a monthly basis. These include NOW Sports, NOW Cinema, Netflix or our HD extra which allows you to watch any HD enabled channel in your selected package in high definition for stunning picture quality.

Find more information on our EE TV extras here




Can I watch the Sky channels and Sky Sports channels on EE TV?

Yes. EE TV brings you the best of Sky Atlantic, Sky Sports, Sky Max, Sky Cinema and more from NOW. Add that to TNT Sports, Netflix and all your free-to-air channels, and you can finally have it all in one place.




How much is EE TV?

EE TV prices start at just £18 a month (for Sport) plus the price of whichever broadband option you decide on. Entertainment costs £20 per month, Big Entertainment costs £30 per month, Big Sport costs £43 per month and Full Works costs £76 per month.

All TV packages need to be bundled in with a broadband package and we have a range of different offerings available.

	How much is NOW on EE TV? 


NOW is included in our packages at no extra cost depending on which package you select. Entertainment packages include NOW Entertainment and/or NOW Cinema and our sport packages include NOW Sports alongside our EE TV channels. As part of our Full Works package, we include everything from our Big Sport package as well as our Big Entertainment package.

	How much is Netflix on EE TV? 




Netflix is included with all our entertainment TV packages at no extra cost. If you have a sports package, you’ll be able to apply our Netflix extra which starts from £10.99 for the Standard plan.  



Find more information on our packages and costs here






How can I watch EE TV in another room?

You can watch different shows, in a different room, at the very same time with the EE TV Box Mini. The extra box costs just £10 a month and you add it to your order when you buy EE TV. 

Find more information on the EE TV mini box here






How does EE TV work and how do I setup EE TV?

To set up EE TV you’ll need these two things: an EE TV box, and a BT Hub (with working broadband). You can now connect your EE TV Box Pro to your broadband hub via wi-fi to access most free-to-air channels as well as the channels in your package. You still have the option to connect the EE TV Box Pro using a rooftop aerial. If you already have a BT hub and a TV aerial, then we’ll post you a TV box along with any essential equipment and you can set this up by yourself. If you would prefer an engineer to come out and set things up for you then you can arrange that when you’re in the process of buying EE TV.

EE TV setup information can be found here




What channels do I get with EE TV?

EE TV boasts a bigger and better channel selection than before thanks to our partnership with NOW. Sky Sports, Sky Cinema, Sky Atlantic, Sky Max and Sky Comedy are just some of the channels included in our packages. Netflix is also included in our Entertainment, Big Entertainment and Full Works bundles too, bringing a huge range of award-winning movies, shows and documentaries that can be enjoyed on Netflix via EE TV. On top of that, there is the full suite of TNT Sports channels which includes TNT Sports Ultimate (our dedicated Ultra High-Definition sport channel).

While using the EE TV Box Pro in internet mode, you will have access to fewer free-to-air channels than when the box is connected by aerial.

Click here to see the channels included in our EE TV packages (including the internet mode free-to-air channels)




Can I switch my EE TV package?

Our flexible TV packages offer content tailored to sports fans, drama lovers, movie buffs, and everyone in between. We have five flexible TV packages to pick from: Sport, Big Sport, Entertainment, Big Entertainment and Full Works. You can switch every 30 days, until the last 3 months allowing you to pay for only the things you really want.




Can I get Netflix on EE TV?

Yes, Netflix is now included in our entertainment bundles or available as an extra for our sport packages. Existing Netflix customers can keep their accounts, including viewing history. The only change is that it will be accessible on your EE TV box and conveniently integrated into your BT bill. Enjoy seamless entertainment with BT, EE and Netflix combined.




 

Important information


The legal stuff

ΔThe monthly price shown for BT Broadband, TNT Sports (including TV and Sport extras) will increase each year from March 2025 by the Consumer Price Index rate of inflation published in January each year plus 3.9%. See bt.com/prices for details.



BT Broadband








EE TV








BT Home Phone








TNT Sports








BT Mobile








Xbox Game Pass Ultimate

Terms and exclusions apply. Game catalogue varies over time, by region and by device. See xbox.com/gamepass for details. AIRBUS and other Airbus product and service marks are protected trademarks of Airbus. All rights reserved. Officially licensed by Airbus. Cessna names, emblems, body designs, and logos are trademarks and intellectual property of Textron Innovations Inc and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation. The Cub Crafters names, emblems, body designs and logos are trademarks and intellectual property of Cub Crafters and are used under license to Microsoft Corporation.



 


Copyrights:
Formula 1®, F1®

© 2024 Warner Bros. Discovery. All rights reserved.

The Regime © 2024 Home Box Office, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Oppenheimer © 2023 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.

Madame Web © 2024 Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. and TSG Entertainment II LLC. All Rights Reserved. MARVEL and all related character names: © & TM 2024 MARVEL.

The Iron Claw © 2023 House Claw Rights LLC; Claw Film LLC; British Broadcasting Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Wicked Little Letters © 2023 /STUDIOCANAL SAS - CHANNEL FOUR TELEVISION CORPORATION.

Argylle © 2024 Universal Studios. All Rights Reserved.







